Proton exchange and base-pair kinetics of poly(rA).poly(rU) and poly(rI).poly(rC).
Proton exchange of poly(rA).poly(rU) and poly(rI).poly(rC) has been studied by nuclear magnetic resonance line broadening and saturation transfer from H2O. Five exchangeable peaks are observed. They are assigned to the imino, amino and 2'-OH ribose protons. The aromatic spectrum is also assigned. Contrary to previous observations, we find that the exchange of the imino proton is strongly buffer sensitive. This property is used to derive the base-pair lifetime, which is in the range of milliseconds at 27 degrees C, 100 times smaller than published values. The enthalpy for the base-opening reaction (-86 kJ/mol) and the insensitivity of the reaction to magnesium suggest that the open state involves a small number of base-pairs. The similarities in the exchange from the two duplexes indicate that the same open state is responsible for exchange of purine and pyrimidine imino protons. For the lifetime of the open state and for the base-pair dissociation constant, we obtain only lower limits. At 27 degrees C they are three microseconds and 10(-3), respectively. The analysis that yields the much larger values published previously is based on the assumption that amino protons exchange only from open base-pairs. But theory and preliminary experiments indicate that it may occur from the closed duplex. The exchange of amino protons is slower than that of the imino protons. Exchange of the 2'-OH protons from the duplexes is much slower than from single-stranded poly(rU), and it is accelerated by magnesium. This could indicate hydrogen-bonding to backbone phosphate. Discrepancies between our results and those of previous studies are discussed.